
Linear Electric Fireplaces



The premier fireplace 
experience that leaves 
you speechless. 

Opti-V™ is the redefinition of the 

electric fireplace, expanding the 

realm of possibilities beyond that 

of traditional wood or gas flame 

installations. Design without 

limitations to create a flame feature 

that completes your perfect room. 

Available in two sizes, the Opti-V™ 

Solo and Duet transform even 

the most sophisticated of rooms 

into positively stunning spaces 

guaranteed to impress and inspire. 

Opti-V™ Solo

VF2927L

30" x 173/4" x 131/2" (WxHxD)
76.0 cm x 45.1 cm x 34.3 cm
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Opti-V uses unprecedented 

technology to render high 

definition flames and sparks for 

a virtual fireplace experience like 

no other. The unique and patent 

protected design combines ultra 

realistic flickering flames with 

three dimensional LED logs that 

sporadically spark and crackle.

Opti-V™ Flame Effect
High definition video and a three-dimensional 
illusion creates dazzling flames that flicker 
between the logs.  

Sight and Sound Remote 
Control the flames and crackling sound effects 
at the touch of a button.

Crackling Sound Effects
Enjoy a more complete sensory experience 
with the sound of natural wood fire. 

Heat-free Operation
Designed with the sole purpose of providing  
a stunning visual flame feature.

Direct-wired
Designed to be direct-wired to a 120/240V 
circuit for a seamless look.

Opti-V™ Duet

VF5452L

541/2" x 173/4" x 131/2" (WxHxD)
138 cm x 45.1 cm x 34.3 cm

A virtual fireplace that 
dazzles the senses.
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2014 Hearth & Home  
Vesta Award for 
Electric Products

2013 Hearth & Home
Exhibition - U.K.

Appliance of the Year
and
Product of the Year

Features
Customization Made Easy
Fully serviceable from the front,  
Opti-V™ lends itself to even the most  
creative of built-in designs and trims.

Cool-touch Glass
Glass remains cool making it safe
for children and pets in any location.

All-season Flames
Enjoy the unique charm of a fireplace  
365 days a year using the flames without  
the heat.

Ultra-energy Efficient
Uses less than 100 watts for incredibly  
low-cost operation.

Zero emissions
The most sustainable fireplace option; with no 
emissions. 

Frame, Wire and Finish
Basic installation requires fewer tradespeople, 
no gas lines, venting or chimney.

Reduces Liability
Ideal for public spaces in commercial
installations; meets the strictest  
building codes.

LED Lighting
Flame and lights use brilliant, low-energy 
LED's that require zero maintenance.

The most innovative electric fireplace is also the most awarded


